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NEPs Lead Field Technician is primarily responsible for supporting NEP Integrated Solutions

events and projects by providing onsite installation, service, and support of Broadcast

equipment andThe Field Technician works closely with key partners throughout each project

including onsite customers, integrators, broadcast clients, and NEP Integrated Solutions

Responsible for onsite scheduling for the crew, as well as, keeping the project

documentation of all daily field activities as requiredCoordinating with engineering to ensure gear is

functioning correctResponsible for onsite installation/equipment set upPerforms advanced

testing and troubleshooting for both copper and optical fiber installationsDiscusses and

evaluates numerous specific applications of ICT cable installationMakes recommendations

based on applicable codes, standards and best practicesImplements the job plan and

scope of work as well as performs retrofits and upgrades to existing

infrastructureRequirementsKnowledge of BNC, RJ45 & fiber optic cablingKnowledge of

Video of IP as well as baseband videoFiber optic termination and testingStrong Excel

SkillsUnderstanding of IP address structure and how to configureExperience with electronics

troubleshootingAbility to lead a crew of 3-5 people and maintain project timelineStrong skills in

documentation of installation progressStrong analytical skills, ability to collect and analyze

information, problem-solve, and make decisionsPrevious construction experience or

background a plus75% travel requiredDue to the requirements of this position, NEP

requires as a condition of employment for this position that a candidate be fully vaccinated

for ; If a candidate is offered this position with NEP, such offer is contingent on the

candidate providing proof of full vaccination status by his or her start ; Pursuant to the
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Americans with Disabilities Act and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, NEP will

consider reasonable accommodations to a candidates inability to vaccinate due to disability

or religious belief, but NEPs consideration of potential reasonable accommodations does

not guarantee commencement of BenefitsWhy Join Us? Check us out at IND123 Knowledge

of BNC, RJ45 & fiber optic cabling Knowledge of Video of IP as well as baseband video

Fiber optic termination and testing Strong Excel Skills Understanding of IP address structure

and how to configure Experience with electronics troubleshooting Ability to lead a crew of 3-5

people and maintain project timeline Strong skills in documentation of installation progress

Strong analytical skills, ability to collect and analyze information, problem-solve, and make

decisions Previous construction experience or background a plus 75% travel required Due to

the requirements of this position, NEP requires as a condition of employment for this position

that a candidate be fully vaccinated forIf a candidate is offered this position with NEP,

such offer is contingent on the candidate providing proof of full vaccination status by his or

her startPursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of

1964, NEP will consider reasonable accommodations to a candidates inability to vaccinate

due to disability or religious belief, but NEPs consideration of potential reasonable

accommodations does not guarantee commencement of
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